**Classroom Cleanup....Digitally**

This time of year, in a "normal" year, we might be taking things off the walls, emptying desks and cleaning up the detrius that children often leave behind. Even though our physical space has changed, we don't completely escape the "cleanup!" Below are tips for **digitally cleaning up our virtual classrooms and ending out the year strong.**
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**Google Classroom Cleanup**

"As we wind down the school year we want to make sure that things are organized as things are ready to go for the fall. Our Google classrooms have served their purpose and our students will no longer be in our classes. So what do we do with all of that digital work? And what do we do with the Google classes themselves?" In a past Google Teacher Podcast episode, Matt Miller from "Ditch That Textbook" discussed end of the year Google Classroom cleanup and how to make sure the Google Classroom is set and ready to go for next year. You can listen to that episode [here](#) and click below for **10 tips for cleaning up your Google Classroom.**

**Microsoft Teams Tips**

Not a GSuite School? Microsoft Teams has been adopted to great success for several of...
our schools and we would be remiss if we did not include this recent newsletter we came across from Microsoft, which includes tips for:
- downloading participant reports (assessments!)
- setting background effects
- changing screensharing from the chat window
- new templates for all kinds of things!

Check out these Microsoft Teams tips below.

Ways to End This Crazy School Year Strong

So, we've figured out graduation (sorta) and end of year parties (kinda). What do we do with these last days of school? In Education Week, Larry Ferlazzo wrote a fun post, "Nine Ways to End This Crazy School Year Strong." We know how important reflection is for moving forward, but Larry also talks about how important it is to help our communities vision for the future. This article is so packed with great ideas for contextualizing, celebrating, reflecting and honoring our collective experiences. Check it out.